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CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF A
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Company Number 13330271
The Registrar of Companies for England and Wales, hereby certiﬁes that
EPAISAY LTD

is this day incorporated under the Companies Act 2006 as a private company, that the
company is limited by shares, and the situation of its registered ofﬁce is in England
and Wales.
Given at Companies House, Cardiff, on 13th April 2021.

The above information was communicated by electronic means and authenticated by the
Registrar of Companies under section 1115 of the Companies Act 2006
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Introduction

EPAISAY THE MARKETPLACE
1.
________________________________________________________________
The project ePaisay is an advanced marketplace that provides Services at the lowest selling
fees and lowest transaction fees borderless. ePaisay is an advanced marketplace that allows
users to buy and sell Physical Products, Digital Products, Services and many other items.
ePaisay is a initially Crowd Funded Project raising funds by its Crypto Coin EPAY which will be
used as the primary currency of ePaisay.
ePaisay will provide hundreds of advanced tools for the users, especially for buyers ePaisay
will provide a safe community environment. Buyers will be able to buy goods from all over the
world. The 100% peace of mind, accurate information and delivery time frame will be provided
on the product page from the sellers by using ePaisay's advanced tools. These advanced tools
are not offered by any marketplace. the ePaisay offer all selling tools at the lowest cost,
compared to any other online marketplace.
For the seller ePaisay's Plan is to provide a Marketplace where you have to pay the lowest
Selling fees and ePaisay will provide a video ads-based and 3D 360 Degree product view to
buy check the item from all angles before buying it. ePaisay ecommerce marketplace also
offers cryptocurrency support here you will be able to buy and sell products using crypto
currency. ePaisay owns its primary currency. EPAY is a proudly owned crypto coin of ePaisay
that will be accepted by sellers and buyers on the marketplace. the ePaisay is a borderless
marketplace where you will be able to register from any country. Your account will never ban
on the basis of the geolocation of your country. You can join ePaisay from any location of the
world and you can sell and buy products online.
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2.
EPAY THE COIN
________________________________________________________________
EPAY THE CRYPTO POWER OF EPAISAY MARKETPLACE

ePaisay | EPAY Coin is crypto power of ePaiay marketplace the coin will be use to sell and buy
products on marketplace, Sellers on Marketplace will HOLD EPAY Coin to get Discounted selling
fees, promotions and advanced tools.

Token Name
Token Symbol
Total Supply (After Burn)
Total Supply (in Words)
Blockchain Technology
Category
Logo
Blockchain Explorer

EPAISAY
EPAY
7,860,000,000
Seven billion eight hundred sixty million
BNB / BSCscan
E-Commerce
https://bscscan.com/token/0x9F6a8Df1bbf133AAe912983dC5F7D7e86209Ac2e
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2.1
EPAISAY WALLET
________________________________________________________________
EPAISAY FIAT AND CRYPTO WALLET

ePaisay Marketplace will provide a Fiat and Crupto wallet to its sellers and buyrs to HOLD Crypto
and Fiat balance to buy products and the Balances will be withdarwn directly to Bank account and
Card associated with the Account.
2.2
EPAISAY COIN
________________________________________________________________
PURPOSE AND USAGE OF THE EPAY COIN

The token will be a community-based token, and its purpose is to reward discounted selling fees to
its keepers (Sellers/Buysers).

LOW TRANSACTION FEES

2.3
________________________________________________________________
Low Transaction fees Using Crypto for Transactions

The main reason to use EPAY Coin in ePaisay Marketplace is Lower the Transaction fees, Using BNB
Blockchain and Epaisay wallet Users will be to Send and Receive EPAY to any wallet on ePaisay market
fast on lowest transaction fees.

FAST BORDERLESS TRANSACTIONS

2.4
________________________________________________________________
Worldwide Fastest Transation, Send Money in Minutes

EPAY provide opertunity to send and receive funds from any country using EPAY Coin, The Borderless
Transaction to any wallet or country on lowest gas fees.

2.5

EPAISAY OBJECTIVE

________________________________________________________________
EPAISAY / EPAY Coin’s Main Objection

ePaisay Marketplace is the bridge that connects the crypto community at large with the businesses that
service the future. Commercial or consumer, you’ll find a place to list or find just the company you are
looking for.

EPAISAY PROJECT SCOPE

2.6
________________________________________________________________
EPAISAY / EPAY Marketplace scope

ePaisay is 1st marketplace which will allow its seller to buy the virtual/online store to buy and own it
permanently. ePaisay is also 1st marketplace which will use its ePay Token for its mostly transactions to
reduce transaction fees and send funds to its users all around the globe. ePaisay is a semi-decentralized
marketplace. Which shows the complete activity of sellers to the buyers. the marketplace will charge
the lowest selling fees and it will provide more advanced tools and features.
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TOKENOMICS
3.
________________________________________________________________
DETAILS CHARTS OF COIN DISTRIBUTION PLAN
3.1
________________________________________________________________

TOKENOMICS AND COIN DISTRIBUSTION

3.2
________________________________________________________________

TOKENOMICS AND COIN DISTRIBUSTION
Total & Maximum Supply (After Burn)

7,860,000,000

Public Sale

4,500,000,000

Communty Bonus (Early buyers and holder)

600,000,000

AirDrops

200,000,000
200,000,000

Marketing (Coin & Marketplace)
Advertising (Google, FB, Youtube)

200,000,000

Brand Ambassodars (Youtubers )
Developers (Marketplace and Coin)

200,000,000
260,000,000

Team Share

1,700,000,000

Presale (Estimated)

1,000,000,000

To Avoid Market manipulation Community Bomus will be distributed among the early investors and
Long time holders, the Marketing and Advertising share will be distributed step by step and a fair
amount of coin will be distributed among the brand ambassodars. Team Share will be HOLD for long
and will be release in small chunks only.
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OFFICIAL DOMAINS & SOCIAL PROFILES
4.
________________________________________________________________
OFFICIAL DOMAINS
4.1
________________________________________________________________
OFFICIAL DOMAINS OF EPAISAY
Global Marketplace
United Kingdom

https://epaisay.com
https://epaisay.co.uk
https://epaisay.us

United States
Australia

https://epaisay.com.au

Europe

https://epaisay.co

Pakistan

https://epaisay.pk

Alternative Global

https://epaisay.net
https://epaisay.info

Official Blog
more will updated soon...........

OUR SOCIAL PROFILES
4.2
________________________________________________________________
OFFICIAL SOCIAL PROFILES
Youtube
Medium
Twitter
Facebook

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1scUZcTOvH63w8q036eVjQ

https://epaisay.medium.com/
https://twitter.com/epaisay

Telegram

https://www.facebook.com/epaisay
https://t.me/epaisay

Slack

https://epaisay.slack.com

Linkedin

https://uk.linkedin.com/company/epaisay-ltd

Discord

https://discord.com/channels/935981683142979705/935981752751636564SA

Reddit
bitcointalk

https://www.reddit.com/user/epaisay
epaisay

Official Support

https://epaisay.com/support

Official Email

epay@epaisay.com
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PRESALE, KYC AND AUDIT
5.
________________________________________________________________
What is KYC and Audit of Smart Contract

Nowadays, Smart Contract Audit and Know Your Customer (KYC) checks have become a
“standard must-have” before launching a cryptocurrency project. Deploying a smart contract on
the blockchain without auditing can quickly spell “failure” for most projects. Most blockchain-based
protocols functioning on smart contracts are prone to vulnerabilities and code errors, while KYC
ensures the legitimacy of the project owners. Project ePaisay | EPAY is Audited and KYC verified
by an official of pinksale and Dxsale officially a recommended team named Solid Proof.

Audited Smart Contract
5.1
________________________________________________________________
Process and benifet of Audit for Smart contract

Smart contracts audit is the process wherein an auditor reviews the code of a crypto or blockchain
project – among other things – for security issues, bugs, and errors that could expose the system or
its users. There are various projects, like Hacken, that offer blockchain cybersecurity services to tier
one crypto projects to bolster their security. Smart contract audit allows projects to address
vulnerabilities in their code, including critical ones, that when exploited can result in a large volume
of assets lost. EPAY’s Smart Contract is Audited by Solid Proof an officially recommended team by
Pinksale and Dxsale and many other famous platforms.

5.2
Know Your Customer (KYC)
________________________________________________________________
KYC verified

KYC means "know your customer." It refers to a financial institution’s obligation to carry out certain
identity and background checks on its clients before allowing them to use its product or platform. It
is part of a broader set of measures that regulators around the globe use to fight money laundering.
In other words, it stops bad actors from hiding the illicit source of their money behind legitimate
financial activity. EPAY’s KYC completed by Solid Proof.

Presale of EPAY

5.3
________________________________________________________________
Presale

EPAY will list its 20% of tokens for presale on pinksale and Dxsale to create the liquidity pool. ePaisay
will then create the pool and list token on Dex.

5.4
Liquidity Lock/ Rug pull Protection
________________________________________________________________
Rugpull protection for investors

ePaisay is a long-term ecommerce project which will allow millions of sellers to create stores own them
and sell products, services and digitals, the EPAY is a utility token for epaisay marketplace. to ensure rug
pull protection the epaisay will lock more than 50% of the raised fund for 10 Years. remaining funds will
be to run the marketplace. and advertise the project. 10 Years of liquidity will protect investors from rug
pull.
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